Abstract. The near-Earth neutral line (NENL) model of magnetospheric substorms is reviewed. The observed phenomenology of substorms is discussed including the role of coupling with the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field, the growth phase sequence, the expansion phase (and onset), and the recovery phase. New observations and modeling results are put into the context of the prior model framework. Significant issues and concerns about the shortcomings of the NENL model are addressed. Such issues as ionosphere-tail coupling, large-scale mapping, onset triggering, and observational timing are discussed. It is concluded that the NENL model is evolving and being improved so as to include new observations and theoretical insights. More work is clearly required in order to incorporate fully the complete set of ionospheric, near-tail, midtail, and deeptail features of substorms. Nonetheless, the NENL model still seems to provide the best available framework for ordering the complex, global manifestations of substorms.
of fast earthward plasma transport. Figure 1 describes the energy flow within the magnetosphere-ionosphere system during the substorm process. The substorm neutral line model represents an attempt to place this broad range of observations into a consistent framework. It was originally conceived independently in theoretical investigations of large-scale magnetotail instabilities and through interpretation of magnetotail observations. Both observational and theoretical approaches base substorm activity on the phenomenon of magnetic merging which allows magnetic field lines to be severed and subsequently reconnected. Thus magnetic reconnection involves large scale mass, magnetic flux, and energy transport which would otherwise be impossible. Magnetic reconnection in this context refers to processes at a near-Earth reconnection site, which was originally assumed to be a magnetic neutral line. This gave rise to the name near-Earth neutral line (NENL) model. Early theoretical work and continuing numerical simulations have been highly successful in the explanation of observational phenomena such as tailward flow with southward B z and velocity dispersion when the separatrix layer linked to a reconnection site crosses the satellite location. Also, the model explains quite naturally plasma sheet thinning and expansion tailward and earthward of the reconnection site, respectively, and the presence of plasmoids in the distant tail. All of these observations can be related to substorm onset by a variety of timing arguments. Furthermore, the reduction of the open magnetic flux as evidenced by low-altitude spacecraft and ground-based optical auroral observations is often taken as strong support for the NENL model.
Despite its many successes such as its ability to explain and combine phenomena observed at widely separated locations in space, the NENL model has been subject to substantial criticism. Examples include the lack of detailed and repeated observational evidence for neutral lines and questions about field-aligned current generation. These criticisms have been addressed by improved theory and simulations using three-dimensional tail models. Such three-dimensional models seem to produce a neutral line as a response to enhanced flux loading into the tail, and also show that shears in the earthward flows generated by magnetic reconnection cause the formation of region 1-type field-aligned currents.
Further refinements of the model include the substormrelated bursty bulk flows which are explained on the basis of localized magnetic reconnection. Moreover, the energy flow pattern required both globally and locally in the inner tail to power substorm evolution has recently been addressed. The nual variation of geomagnetic activity. showed that the magnetic perturbation (AB)produced by a symmetric ring current at the Earth's center is directly proportional to the total energy (Ur)of particles drifting in the radiation belts: AB =2/3 Ur/UB. In this relation, UB is the total magnetic energy of the Earth's field. Since the Dst index is a good approximation to AB, the time rate of change of Dst is proportional to the rate at which the energy of ring current particles changes. Ring current energy is increased by particle injection and decreased by particle loss due to charge exchange with neutral particles. Later, Perreault and Akasofu [1978] used a somewhat similar approach to study the development of magnetic storms. However, since Dst is proportional to energy they argued that the ring current injection function Q(t) must also have energy units. Since it was evident that the IMF plays an essential role, they chose the magnitude of the solar wind Poynting vector as one factor in the injection function, so
that Q(t) o• E x H o• VB 2. To account for the strong dependence of geomagnetic activity on the orientation of the IMF, they tried a number of different angular gating functions g(O)
as a second factor in the injection function. Because they believed magnetic activity was directly driven and that no energy is stored in the magnetosphere, they selected a gating function that had finite value for all IMF clock angles. This allows a finite correlation between activity indices and the IMF even when the IMF has a northward component. Two-and-one-half-minute averages were utilized by Clauer et al. [1981, 1983 ] to investigate the relation of the AU, AL, and Asym indices to the solar wind electric field at high time resolution. The authors showed that the AL filter is 3 hours long and has the form of a negative bay peaking at about 1 hour [see Baker et al., 1981] . Bargatze et al. [1985] investigated the possibility that the prediction filter for the AL index changes in a systematic way with the level of activity. They found that at all levels of activity there is a peak in the impulse response at about 20 min. In addition, at moderate levels of activity there is a second peak at about 1 hour. They interpreted these two peaks in the impulse response as evidence that two distinct processes contribute to the AL index. Since it is the rectified solar wind electric field that is correlated with AL, they assumed that magnetic reconnection underlies both. Thus they attributed the first peak to dayside reconnection and the second to nightside reconnection.
High time resolution data were also used by McPherron et al. [1986a] and Fay et al. [1986] to obtain linear prediction filters for the relations between the solar wind electric field and dynamic pressure and the Dst index. The pressure filter was a delta function at approximately zero delay when the solar wind input was first propagated to the magnetopause. The Dst filter was identical to that obtained by lyemori et al. [1979] although with higher time resolution. The authors also obtained a filter for the injection function defined as Q(t) = [dDst/dt + Dst/'r When •: was taken to be 8 hours the filter was a Gaussian pulse centered at 20-min delay. This peak appears at the same time delay as the first peak in the AL filter and presumably indicates that ring current injection occurs in response to the same process that drives the initial response of the AL index, that is, dayside reconnection.
Growth phase Sequence
The clearest manifestation of the substorm occurs when the field is southward for about 1 hour. Under such conditions, three phases of the substorm can be identified: the growth phase, the expansion phase, and the recovery phase. The growth phase is an interval during which energy is extracted from the solar wind and stored in the magnetotail and ring current, while it is simultaneously dissipated in the ionosphere . During the growth phase the magnetosphere undergoes a sequence of changes in configuration that eventually lead to a global instability and the explosive release of energy during the expansion phase.
Finite ionospheric resistance dissipates energy associated with the region 1 and 2 currents as they close through the ionosphere. Also, the self-inductance of the field-aligned currents, in conjunction with the resistance, retards the rate at which the currents develop. As a consequence, the ionospheric currents cannot develop as rapidly as needed to force nightside magnetic flux to return to the dayside at the rate required by dayside reconnection [Coroniti and Kennel, 1972a] . To compensate, the reconnection region moves earthward eroding the dayside magnetopause [Aubry et al., 1970; Holzer and Slavin, 1978] . Magnetopause pressure balance is maintained by a reduction of magnetospheric magnetic field caused by the magnetic perturbations of the region 1 and 2 current system [Coroniti and Kennel, 1972b ].
On the dayside of the Earth, erosion causes the cross section of the magnetosphere to decrease, while further from the Earth the addition of magnetic flux to the lobes causes it to increase [Maezawa, 1975; Baker et al., 1984b] . These changes produce increased flaring of the magnetopause [Fairfield, 1985] . The increased angle of attack of the solar wind on the flared magnetopause enables the solar wind to exert greater pressure than before. This enhanced pressure is balanced by increased magnetic field pressure within the tail lobes. Lobe magnetic pressure is transmitted to the plasma sheet causing it to thin. At the same time, plasma and magnetic flux transported through the plasma sheet to the dayside is associated with thinning as well.
In addition to producing the above effects, magnetic reconnection opens the magnetosphere. Field lines from the polar caps pass through the magnetopause into the solar wind. Tailward of the neutral points these field lines pass through the portion of the magnetopause where the currents flow in the dusk-to-dawn direction. Within the boundary there is a sunward directed force on the plasma, and by reaction, the solar wind applies a tangential force to the boundary. This drag pulls the Earth's tail and its contents antisunward. To maintain equilibrium, the Earth must pull harder on the tail. This is accomplished by the tail current moving closer to the Earth so that the gradients in the fringing field of the tail lobes can interact more strongly with the Earth's dipole moment [Unti and Atkinson, 1968 ' Siscoe, 1966] .
Another consequence of magnetic field lines passing through the magnetopause is the application of the solar wind motional electric field to the magnetic field lines of the tail lobes and to the polar caps. It is this electric field that drives the cross polar cap portion of the region 1 ionospheric current closure. It also causes the field lines of the tail lobes to slowly drift toward the plasma sheet. Close to the Earth this drift begins soon after dayside reconnection begins. However, at the distant X line (100-200 R E down tail) it may take 30-40 min before it begins. Recent observations of reconnection in the tail during substorms by ionospheric radar [Blanchard et al., 1995] show that reconnection of open field lines does not begin until shortly after the expansion phase onset. Thus it appears that reconnection does not commence at the distant X line during the substorm growth phase and so magnetic flux accumulates in the tail lobes.
During the growth phase, an increasing amount of closed magnetic flux is removed from the dayside which then appears in the lobes as open flux. These changes are apparent in the ionosphere as an increase in the size of the polar cap [Akasofu, 1968; . The auroral oval moves equatorward [Feldstein and Starkov, 1967 ] and the auroras become more intense. Multiple auroral arcs are observed in the auroral oval all drifting equatorward across the oval [Akasofu, 1964] . The strength of the DP-2 current increases with time (the AU and AL indices increase), with more and more current closing outward from the Harang discontinuity along field lines. This current continues westward in the equatorial plane closing along field lines in the afternoon sector. The magnetic effects of this current are observed as a partial ring current and are measured by an increase in the asymmetry (Asym) index.
As the growth phase progresses, the near-Earth current sheet becomes thinner and more intense causing much of the magnetic flux normally crossing this region to close at greater radial distances [e.g., Baker and Pulkkinen, 1991] . The field becomes very weak and tail-like in the equatorial plane [Kokubun and McPherron, 1981 ] . Energetic particles normally drifting though this region with 90 deg pitch angles move closer to the Earth causing a decrease in particle fluxes. Particles of small pitch angles are less affected so that pitch angle distributions become highly elongated or "cigar-shaped" [Baker et al., 1978 of the Tsyganenko models to study magnetic field and current configurations near substorm onset. This work was later extended to provide a time-dependent modeling of the nightside currents and field configurations throughout the entire growth phase sequence [Pulkkinen et al., 1991a . In 
Magnetotail Storage and Release
Essentially all of the energy to drive substorms comes from solar wind input; this input is greatly enhanced when the IMF tums southward. However, as discussed above, there may also be significant solar wind coupling even under mildly northward IMF conditions [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Baker et al., 1986] . A notable point [e.g., Baker et al., 1984a ] is that the directly driven aspects of substorms are manifested in the ionosphere as a substantial dissipation associated with the global convection process. As this global convective dissipation occurs, the magnetotail is also loaded with energy thus making "storage", or the substorm growth phase, an integral part of the driven aspects of substorms.
The changes in the distribution of magnetic flux occurring during the sub storm growth phase cannot continue indefinitely. Eventually, no flux would cross the nightside equatorial plane and the plasma sheet would thin to the scale of an ion gyroradius. Alternatively, magnetic flux would be completely eroded from the dayside. Before either of these happens a global instability develops that allows closed field lines to return to the dayside. In the NENL model this instability is the onset of reconnection [e.g., Schindler, 1974 wedge. Numerical simulations show that the maximum current diversion occurs behind the interface between the dipolarized region and the tail field of the plasma sheet [Birn and Hesse, 1991 ].
An important consequence of the initiation of earthward flow is the generation of Pi 2 pulsations [Baumjohann and
Glassmeier, 1986, and references therein] observed in ground magnetic records. As the flow develops, the moving plasma polarizes creating a dawn-to-dusk (westward)electric field across the flow channel. This electric field is propagated to the ionosphere as an Alfv6n wave. The field-aligned current associated with the wave initiates the substorm current wedge. When the electric field reaches the ionosphere, it starts ionospheric plasma flowing equatorward. However, in-ertia retards the flow, and the electric field is mostly reflected. The initial wave reverberates between the plasma sheet and ionosphere a number of times eventually establishing the dc current necessary to drive the equatorward flow against ionospheric resistance.
Particle precipitation is expected in the turbulent region of stagnation and flow diversion behind the interface between dipolar and tail-like fields. This precipitation creates the unstructured aurora of the auroral bulge [Nakamura et al., 1992] . The interface projects as the poleward edge of the auroral bulge [see Rostoker, 1991] . Subsequent earthward flow adds additional magnetic flux to the region of dipolar field and the interface moves tailward. Its projection into the ionosphere moves poleward expanding the region of bright luminosity. Within the auroral bulge ionospheric conductivity is much enhanced relative to the surrounding ionosphere.
A westward electric field produced by the high-velocity earthward flow projects into this region and drives Pedersen currents westward and Hall currents poleward. Because of the strong conductivity gradients at the latitudinal edges of the auroral bulge, the Hall current cannot close in the ionosphere and the bulge polarizes becoming a Cowling channel [Coroniti and Kennel, 1972a; Baumjohann et al., 1981] . At the western end of the channel there is a strong upward fieldaligned current returning diverted tail current to the equatorial plane. Above a threshold current density the magnetosphere is unable to supply sufficient electrons to carry the required current, and an instability develops creating a field-aligned potential drop [Knight, 1973] . This potential accelerates electrons downward causing the auroral surge, and accelerates oxygen atoms upward injecting them into the magnetosphere [Daglis et al., 1991] . A similar effect can occur in the outward sheet of field-aligned current at the poleward edge of the auroral bulge. At locations where the outward current density is sufficiently high, potential drops can develop and surgelike forms will result.
At distances beyond the interface between dipolar and taillike field lines (but earthward of the X line), the plasma flows associated with the near-Earth X line project into the ionosphere as equatorward flows. Above and below the X line plasma flows toward the neutral sheet also projecting as equatorward motion. Most auroral arcs probably map within this active region. The details of the arc formation are likely dictated by low-altitude processes such that individual arcs do not necessarily have a corresponding structure in the magnetotail. In the ionosphere the distinguishing characteristic of this phase of the substorm is the absence of flow across the separatrix between open and closed field lines; that is, there is not reconnection of open field lines. Ionospheric plasma in the polar cap will be flowing antisunward, but the boundary of open and closed field lines moves equatorward at the same rate as the plasma convects on either side of the boundary. Above and below the X line the plasma sheet thins as closed field lines are progressively cut, and their plasma is accelerated both earthward and tailward [Nishida et al., 1981] .
As reconnection proceeds within the plasma sheet, fewer and fewer closed field lines separate the X line from the separatrix defining the plasma sheet boundary. In the ionosphere the auroral bulge expands poleward as well as eastwest. If the plasma density near the plasma sheet outer edge is low, precipitation can be quite weak, and thus it is not necessary that the visible bulge reaches the boundary. The plasmoid continues to grow as its central axis moves radially away from the Earth. In the ionosphere the plasmoJd and the X line that defines its inner edge are not visible. However, field lines that map just earthward of the X line and just tailward of the last reconnected field lines (well beyond the O line) must contain plasma of quite different properties. Within 5-15 min, reconnection reaches the boundary of the plasma sheet, and the last closed field lines begin to be severed [Coroniti, 1985; . Plasma in the ionosphere begins to flow across the polar cap boundary. At this time the near-Earth X line connects to the distant X line and the plasmoid begins to be enfolded by recently reconnected lobe field lines. The plasmoid is then free to move tailward. As it departs, it creates a thin plasma sheet extending some distance tailward of the original X line. At the center of this sheet southward magnetic flux is transported tailward. At the edges of the sheet tailward flow from the X line becomes field-aligned. There is no reason to expect that reconnection will always continue sufficiently long at a given X and O line pair to reach the plasma sheet boundary. If it stops, a small plasmoid will be produced in the plasma sheet. Closed field lines that wrap around this structure may provide sufficient tension to overcome the radial pressure gradients in the plasma sheet and will pull it earthward. In this case, southward flux will appear to be transported earthward everywhere tailward of the O line. Such events may explain pseudobreakups. In the framework of the NENL model, these are As shown in Figure 1, In the near-Earth tail, the recovery phase appears as the decay of the substorm current wedge and the subsequent slow recovery of the magnetic field toward the quiet time configu ration after the neutral line has started its tailward motion.
The rebuilding of the near-tail current system has been found to last for more than 2 hours. Perhaps surprisingly, both the start time of the field recovery and its duration seem to be controlled by internal magnetospheric processes rather than variations in the IMF direction . However, the final state strongly depends, of course, on the external driving conditions. Using ground-based data, several other definitions for the substorm recovery phase can be found: It is often defined as the time when the substorm electrojet starts to decay (maximum in the AE index) or as the time when the auroras reach their most poleward extent [see Pellinen et al., 1992] . Both usually appear before the tailward retreat of the neutral line , whereas these two definitions roughly coincide.
The auroral behavior during the recovery phase shows interesting features whose significance to the NENL scenario has not yet been fully clarified. During this period, the auroral activity moves from the (pre-midnight) midnight sector to the morning sector, where diffuse pulsating patches, pulsating auroras, or omega bands [e.g., Davidson, 1990; Opgenoorth et al., 1983] are often observed. In the AE index, a two-step behavior can be identified: A decrease in the activity is caused by the substorm current wedge and auroral bulge decay. The subsequent slower decrease is due to the morning sector oval activation, which maintains the activity at an elevated level.
The precipitation patterns in the morning sector are considerably different from those found in the evening sector during growth or expansion phases. In the morning sector, the Hall conductivity is high, whereas the Pedersen conductivity remains at a relatively low level. This results in conductivity ratio of-4 broadly throughout the morning sector, which is about twice the typical values (other than in arcs)
found in the e•,ening sector expansion phase auroral ionosphere [Opgenoorth et al., 1994] . This suggests that the precipitation during the recovery phase into the morning sector is more energetic than that into the evening sector during earlier substorm phases (see Plate 1).
The ionospheric recovery phase signatures need not always be temporally separated from the expansion phase features: Often, expansion phase auroral forms are still visible in the evening sector simultaneously with recovery phase characteristics already appearing in the morning sector [Pulkkinen et al., 1991c Several authors over the past several years have come to the conclusion that substorms initiate in the inner magnetosphere (6-8 RE). They seem to accept the notion of a highly •E 80 80 .
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• [Pulkkinen et al., 1991a] . Instead, the breakup arc appears to map to the thin current sheet just beyond synchronous orbit, a location which is almost certainly near the inner edge of the tail current, and well earthward of the probable location of the X line. However, reconnection at the NENL would not cause significant field-aligned flows; rather, the most notable signatures are the tailward and earthward flows within the neutral sheet. Thus it is only when this flow travels earthward driving FAC that a ground onset is seen. In this sense, the onset arc mapping earthward of the NENL is a quite natural result of the reconnection process.
The above discussion relates also to another NENL problem in the view of some researchers, namely that the field line on which the breakup occurs is almost certainly closed. connected to the northern hemisphere at the dawn end and the southern hemisphere at the dusk end. Projected into a meridian plane the flux rope will have a form similar to that of a plasmoid except that there will be field lines at the ends connected to the ionosphere. If reconnection proceeds at the same rate everywhere along the flux rope the structure will grow in a uniform manner with ionospheric connectivity only at its ends. More likely, however, the reconnection rate is fastest near the center of the flux rope and closed flux is added more rapidly there than at the ends. Also, the length of the flux rope probably increases with time carrying reconnection to other meridians in the tail. The evolving structure will be very complex with different layers of flux being added at different locations. Each layer will be connected to different polar regions at its two ends, and there will be multiple field lines connecting each layer to the ionospheres. In this more realistic geometry, the "neutral line" becomes a finite size "neutral region" within which the reconnection-associated energy dissipation occurs.
High-Speed Plasma Sheet Flows
The realization that during the course of magnetospheric substorms the outermost parts of the plasma sheet are often populated by counterstreaming beams [De Coster and Frank, 1979; Forbes et al., 1981] led to the definition of the plasma sheet boundary layer as an important region of magnetotail dynamics. Recent studies of the relative importance of the PSBL and CPS by Baumjohann et al. [1989, 1990] have revealed that high-speed flows occur with low but statistically significant occurrence probability in all plasma sheet regions, and that when the flow velocity is high the occurrence rate of fast flows at the plasma sheet center is comparable to that in the boundary layer.
Fast neutral sheet flows are qualitatively different from the boundary layer flows: They are predominantly due to the drift of a single-ion population [Nakamura et al., 1991 ] [1990] showed that in the outer central plasma sheet and the plasma sheet boundary layer, the high-speed flows are nearly fieldaligned. In the neighborhood of the neutral sheet about 70% of all high-speed flows have a dominant component perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. Thus in the inner central plasma sheet most of the high-speed plasma transport occurs across field lines rather than along them. •0.
• ior of plasma and magnetic field around the center of more than 100 BBF events observed by the IRM satellite in 1985. The typical BBF event lasts about 10-15 min and is accompanied by a strong dipolarization. Moreover, the plasma temperature also increases strongly during a BBF event. Altogether, a BBF event looks much the same as a substorm intensification, and it is quite reasonable to assume that it is caused by the same mechanism, namely a burst of reconnection somewhere tailward of 20 R E, which heats the plasma and accelerates it earthward.
Thin Current Sheet Instability
The tail region responsible for the global reconfiguration during substorms has been extensively debated for the past decade. The results from AMPTE/CCE showed that processes in the near-Earth tail are closely correlated in time with the ground signatures of substorm onset [e.g., . Empirical magnetic field models also suggested that the auroral brightenings map to the near-Earth tail The changes in the near-Earth magnetic field configuration have been extensively studied using empirical magnetic field models. These studies utilized the Tsyganenko [1989] magnetic field models, which were modified to give a best fit to satellite magnetic field measurements . The most important result from these modeling studies was that during each of the growth phases modeled, a thin and intense current sheet was formed in the relatively near-Earth region. The inner edge of the thin current sheet was located between 6.5 and 9 R E (see 
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P.,00. To resolve this issue, more advanced theories and models treating all three dimensions and both particle species are needed, and better observations from the reconnection region are also required.
We propose that reconnection (presumably due to the growth of a tearing instability) initiates during the late growth phase in a region close to or tailward of about 20 R E , in the region of enhanced current density and thinned plasma sheet. In its initial state, reconnection would proceed slowly within the closed field line region. However, this would lead to a feedback effect, which would further enhance the thinning of the plasma sheet at its inner edge, and would finally drive the inner tail to an unstable state [Baker and Prolonged periods of southward IMF lead to a state of the magnetosphere that has been termed a convection bay [Pytte et al., 1978] or a steady magnetospheric convection interval [Sergeev, 1977] The NENL model for substorms postulates that an instability resulting from the increase of the cross-tail current causes interconnection of the magnetic field lines in the plasma sheet and eventually at the lobes. The onset of that interconnection is not necessarily due to an internal instability, but it may be due to external factors. One puzzling aspect of the partial northward IMF triggering substorms is that such an IMF perturbation ought to cause a decrease in the solar wind electric field that operates across the tail, and a resulting decrease in the amount of flux transfer in the nightside magnetosphere. This results in reducing the rate of plasma sheet thinning, not increasing it. Given that thin plasma sheets ought to be more unstable to plasma instabilities, we conclude that it is counterintuitive that the partial northward IMF excursion should acts as a substorm trigger. Is it possible that it is the inductive response to the IMF changes that results in substorm onset? The physics of substorm triggering due to such IMF changes is very important not only because it is a very frequent phenomenon, but also because it may lead to better understanding of the instability that causes plasma sheet reconnection, and an enhancement of our ability to predict substorm activity. 
Multiple Onsets, Localized Flow
Additional information as to the evolution of the magnetotail acceleration during substorms comes from a multispacecraft study by Angelopoulos et al. (Tailward progression of maagnetotail acceleration centers: Relationship to substorm current edge, submitted to Journal of Geophysical
Research, 1995). The authors observed that the "tailward retreat of a neutral line" during the active period studied was in reality a gradual progression of multiple, time dependent and localized acceleration regions. They provided evidence that occasionally there is more than one particle acceleration source in the plasma sheet and therefore there is not a single X line associated with a substorm but many localized acceleration sites. Sergeev et al. [1992] also argued that impulsive dissipation events observed in energetic particle, electric field and plasma data in the magnetotail have exhibited, during fortuitous conjunctions with the ground, a good one-toone correlation with ionospheric activity intensifications. A good correlation between energetic particle intensifications and ground activity has also been observed in an event studied by Jacquey et al. [1994] . Ionospheric intensifications are composed of a progressive poleward re-appearance of local-12,993 ized, short-lived (a few minutes) activations [Bosinger and Yahnin, 1987] [1995a] have applied the energy budget formalism above to a specific event. Four specific times were identified: The beginning of the growth phase, the expansion onset, the beginning of the recovery phase, and the end of the recovery phase. A good magnetic field model for the first and last time steps was the unmodified Tsyganenko [1989] model. The model at substorm onset was the maximally modified growth phase model with a thin and intense current sheet in the near-Earth tail, and at the beginning of the recovery phase the field was strongly dipolarized and the plasma sheet was expanded .
For each of the time steps, the magnetic energy given by the first term of (1) was evaluated for both the open field line and plasma sheet regions separately. In addition, for the plasma sheet region the kinetic energy given by the following three terms in (1) was evaluated using (constant) observational values for the velocity and pressure (which was assumed isotropic). The region of the tail included in this volume integral was chosen to be from X=-4 to X=-20 R E, -15 < Y < 15 RE, and Z from the current sheet center to the magnetopause defined by the field models. As the magnetic field model does not specify the open-closed field line boundary, the plasma sheet region was defined by mapping the poleward boundary of the oval to the tail. Evaluation of the above integrals revealed that the lobe region is the only region to increase its energy content during the growth phase. The plasma sheet magnetic energy decreases due to the thinning of the current sheet and consequent decrease of B in the plasma sheet. The plasma energy decreases because the plasma is cooled and the density is reduced.
During the expansion phase, the lobe energy is dramatically decreased. During this period, the plasma sheet magnetic and plasma energy increase: B increased due to the field dipolarization and the plasma was heated and the flow velocity increased. During the recovery phase, the system returned to the original Tsyganenko model. Lobe magnetic field increased, leading to an increase in the lobe energy, and in the plasma sheet the magnetic field was reduced.
Overall • 300ß
• 250. In fact, one can see from the lower right panel of Figure  16 that the temperature ratio in the central plasma sheet stays between 6.5 < Ti/T e < 7.5 during the course of a substorm. There are temporal variations of this ratio, but they are not related to the substorm phases in any systematic way, thereby corroborating the conclusion of Christon et al. [1988] that the plasma as well as energetic ion and electron populations respond collectively as a single unified particle population during plasma sheet temperature transitions.
Hence any substorm theory has to include a mechanism that heats the plasma in a nonadiabatic way, increasing its entropy and treating ions and electrons as a single fluid. these limitations, magnetic maps based on average magnetic field models tend to be exceedingly inaccurate during times of high geomagnetic activity, or just prior to substorm onset, when thin current sheets change the magnetic field geometry to be much more tail-like. More meaningful magnetic mapping requires specially tailored field models, which have been developed in some cases [Pulkkinen et al., 1991a . In these cases, auroral features are mapped significantly farther downtail than expected from average models. Therefore an exact cause-effect relation between processes in the ionosphere, the inner tail, and the midtail and outer tail is, at best, difficult to establish and suffers from a high degree of uncertainty. This uncertainty, however, does not take away from the fact that these processes indeed occur. Since these features are an important and repeatable part of substorm dynamics, a complete model of substorm evolution needs to include a satisfactory explanation of near-tail events. Possible causal connections to other phenomena and to substorm processes State-input-space models correlate the present geomagnetic output with both earlier outputs and inputs. These models account for feedback processes related to loading-unloading which cannot be expressed in terms of moving-average filters. The nonlinearity of solar wind coupling is suggested by the variability of the number of filter coefficients necessary for different levels of activity and types of AL response. The nonlinearity is even more evident in the superior performance of nonlinear state-input models (obtained from a small number of similar data) to linear state-input models (obtained from an average over a large number of data of various activity levels). This type of work must be related to detailed magnetotail processes.
Baurnjohann For the model studies, it is important to recognize the need of the various-scale models. Mesoscale models are required for studying the detailed processes taking place in the current sheet at the instability onset, whereas the global MHD simulations can give us clues about the large-scale response of the magnetosphere to the solar wind driving. Furthermore, fully kinetic (small-scale) numerical and analytical studies are required for the instability mode analysis.
The larger databases and improved computer facilities have reached a level where the symmetry requirements traditionally assumed in the models may no longer be necessary. The dawn-dusk asymmetry both in the magnetic field and plasma parameters, the asymmetric ring current closing through the ionosphere, and nonzero tilt angles are all effects whose contribution to the substorm evolution have not been investigated in detail. In particular, the large-scale field-aligned current patterns, the region 1 and region 2 currents, are not represented in most present-day models.
Summary
In this paper we have reviewed the near-Earth neutral line model of substorms. We have attempted to provide an historical framework for the model, and we have tried to show the observational and theoretical underpinnings of this framework. In our opinion, the NENL approach is still the only one which constitutes a complete model of the global cycle of growth, expansion, and recovery of substorms. In particular, it treats the large-scale interaction of the magnetosphere with the solar wind, and it also addresses the coupling of the magnetosphere to the polar and auroral ionosphere. Any model that would attempt to supplant the NENL model must address all of these global aspects of substorm dynamics at least as well as the NENL model.
We have tried in this review to discuss the weaknesses of the NENL model as well as its strengths. New observations force one to improve and refine continuously the model's details: This is the essence of science and seems to us in no way a fatal shortcoming of the basic model. Many of the most recent observational results seem to fit rather naturally into the NENL framework. Also, numerical simulations and analogue models seem to support the general elements of the NENL approach. Throughout this review we have tried to show fruitful directions for continuing research. We are hopeful that powerful new theoretical modeling methods and a new generation of multipoint observations in the next few years will help us to improve the NENL model even more. In particular, it is hoped that the inner magnetotail can be modeled successfully, and it is also hoped that observations on all appropriate scales can reveal clearly the processes that drive auroral arcs and lead to the substorm onset.
